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BGOP MEETINGS 
Guild meetings are held on the first and third Fridays 
of each month at 7:30 P.M. at the Gulf Branch Nature 
Center, 3608 North Military Road, Arlington VA 
22207. Meetings are usually held in the Guild’s shop 
which is located about 50 yards past the Nature 
Center building on the wooded path. Occasional 
Friday meetings with a speaker or video are held in 
the Nature Center auditorium. Call the HOTLINE for 
updates on meetings and event. 

Shop Rules And Etiquette 

The Guild shop is available for use by members whenever the 
Nature Center park is open.   Shop is locked, so call 
Shopmaster or a Board member for access. Follow all safety 
rules. Record number of visitors on log sheet near door.
             Please observe the following rules and etiquette: 
♦ Bring safety glasses and wear them. Work in a safe 

manner at all times. 
♦ Clean the shop before you start to work. 
♦ Empty firepots and dump ash gate after each use to 

minimize corrosion. 
♦ Dump ashes in the ash dump outside, at the side of the 

shop. 
♦ Place tools back in their proper places. 
♦ Dress bar ends which you have cut, to be ready for the 

next user. 
♦ Clean the shop before you leave, and carry out trash 

which you create. 
♦ Always turn out the lights and lock up when leaving. 
♦ Bring your own material for personal projects. Shop 

stock is for learning and practice. 
♦ No alcoholic beverages on park property. 

2003 Board of Directors  
President Vice-President 

*George Anderton (2003) 
5325 Ringold Place 
Springfield VA 22151 
703-321-9737 

*Chris Worsley (2004) 
4203 Javins Drive 
Alexandria VA 22310 
703-960-9030 

Treasurer Secretary 

*Ken Zastrow (2003) 
12800 Hammonton Rd 
Silver Spring MD 20904 
301-622-0897 

*Keith Kuck (2004) 
5310 Nutting Drive 
Springfield VA 22151 
703-321-8109 

*Bill Wojcik (2004) 
4116 Kingchase Lane 
The Plains VA 20198 
540-253-5121 

Pat McGuire (2005) 
1102 Shannon Pl 
Herndon Va 20170-3506 
703-437-9034 

Phil Heath (2005) 
4600 S Four Mile Run Dr 
Arlington VA 22204 
703-671-3134 

Fay LeCompte (2003) 
1016A East Main St. 
Luray VA 22835 

Lenny Mills (2005) 
3407 Aberdeen St 
Suitland MD 20746-3104 
301-423-4938 

Call the HOTLINE at 
703-527-0409 for 
the latest news about 
Guild events. 

*Member of the Executive Committee  

Committee Chairmen 
Building  Ross Sullivan 540-775-2067 

Claude Moore Park Pat McGuire 703-437-9034 

Corporation Fay LeCompte 540-743-1812 

Demonstrations Jan Kochansky 301-937-6538 

Meeting Raffle Tom Coker 301-942-8573 

Hospitality Ed Jackson 410-549-2829 

Hotline Tug Tuggle 304-876-0909 

Library Steve Crist 703-754-9678 

Membership Ken Zastrow 301-622-0897 

Newsletter George McConnell 703-620-6454 

Scholarships Tug Tuggle 304-876-0909 

Scholarship Applications  
Please send scholarship applications to Tug Tuggle 
519 Morning Calm Lane, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425. 

The Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac, Inc.. 

Newsletter email:  bgop.editor@verizon.net 
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Presidents message 
 
Once again we have made it through another Spring 
Fling.  Once again it was a great success.  Thanks 
again to all the people who made it happen.  It could 
not have happened without you.  Now what we need to 
do is take those things that we learned this year and put 
them to good use.  Make something and bring it in for 
the rest of us to see.  Every new project that is shown 
at a meeting inspires others.  That causes us to learn 
and try new techniques and really that is a lot of what 
we are all about, learning and doing. 
  
If you took some notes and drew some pictures of how 
things were done at the spring fling please share them 
with the rest of us and submit them to the Newsletter.  
Because so much happens during a good demonstra-
tion it is next to impossible to remember every thing 
that happened.  Your notes and drawings may make 
the difference and help somebody else learn something 
new.  If you need help putting an article together let 
me know and I will lend a hand. 
 
As some of you may know this is the Guild’s 25 year.  
In celebration of this achievement we are going to 
have a celebration just for the Guild (families wel-
come).  This event is being scheduled for the 4th of Oc-
tober.  Please make room on your calendars now.  Jeff 
Symanski has volunteered his place as a location for 
the event.  Thanks Jeff.  More on this later as plans are 
firmed up.   You can be sure there will be some ham-
mering and some tailgating and a lot of fun.      
 
Before this past Spring Fling we noticed that we had a 
small stockpile of Guild related items.  Several differ-
ent people were handling the sales of these items.  This 
did not seem wise so a new committee was estab-
lished.  I asked for a volunteer and Dick Smith was the 
first to come forward.  He will now be handling the 
sales on all these items.  Included in the current inven-
tory are t-shirts, tote bags, hats and pins.  All of these 
items have the Guild logo on them.  See him if you 
would like one.   
 
We have a new liaison with ABANA.  This is another 
new job.  Bill Wojcik has volunteered to represent 
ABANA at the Guild meetings.  He will soon be able 
to answer all your questions about ABANA and he 
will also be your link to the ABANA board of direc-
tors.      
 
Remember your safety glasses and hearing protection.    
 

George Anderton 

Are you a Struggling Beginner?  
READ THIS: 
by Wendy Lawrence, McKinleyville, California 
 

With the financial assistance of a CBA School Grant, I 
recently spent three full weeks at Mark Aspery's School of 
Blacksmithing. It was my intention to immerse myself in a 
blacksmithing curriculum so that I might advance from a be-
ginning to an intermediate level, ultimately allowing me to 
work more confidently and efficiently on my own. 

Although I left Springville with 75 pages of notes, dia-
grams and photographs depicting a multitude of tricks and 
techniques, the basics that I learned were much more funda-
mental than I imagined they could be. 

The beauty of blacksmithing is that one really only 
needs a hammer, a pair of tongs, an anvil and a heat source in 
order to get to work. Each can be quite primitive, all the 
while performing its intended task. 
It can be satisfying to create a lot with a little; however, if 
these vital pieces of equipment are not aligned with the indi-
vidual smith, if they don't "speak to one another," the out-
come will likely be primitive. 

It's been said that Mark's hammer control is pure art, and 
yes, I believe that's true. The subtlety that separates Mark 
from most smiths, though, is the intimate relationship he has 
developed with his tools. To know every nuance is to know 
exactly how that tool is going to perform in your hands. Mark 
understands that, and after three weeks I have a better idea of 
just how important it is to get dialed into the tooling. 

I quickly learned how much the quality of my work 
could improve if the face of my hammer were properly 
dressed, the handle friendly to my hand and the weight rea-
sonable for me to wield for an eight-hour day. 
As it turns out, none of these factors were quite right on my 
$35 Peddinghaus Swedish cross pein, but with a little atten-
tion to detail, these problems were easily addressed. I found 
how luxurious it was to use a pair of tongs that fit the stock 
properly and held it snugly. Suddenly, I could focus on what I 
was trying to accomplish rather than fight to maintain control 
of a hot piece of metal that had a tendency to swing wildly in 
a poorly fitting pair of tongs. 

Anvil height is an important factor in determining the 
quality of your work. Pounding away at an anvil set too high 
or too low for your individual stature will make it difficult to 
maximize the efficiency of your swing. It will affect the angle 
that the hammer face impacts your work, as well as creating 
unnecessary fatigue. 

Have you ever seen Mark hold his tongs between his legs 
instead of using a hold-down jig? He pulled off this maneuver 
not because he is a very brave man, but because his tongs fit 
the piece properly and the anvil is set at a height that allows 
for the piece to be balanced, providing the opportunity to 
work without struggle or loss of heat. 

If you are serious about becoming a talented smith who 
produces nice work, you would be wise to make sure that you 
fully understand these basics. I regret that I cannot include 
photos of these subtleties - they will be different for every 
smith. Blacksmithing is a game of intellect and wits rather 
than one of brawn and sheer will. Many of you may hold 
these truths to be self evident, but for me, it was like being 
handed the keys to the Kingdom.  
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EVENTS and Meetings  

July 4  Open Forge 

July 18  Twists - Those that can do it and have 
some, bring them in for show and 
demo 

Aug 1  Make items for Guild Sales Table at 
Guild demo events. Also, donate 
something already made. 

Aug 8—15 Montgomery County Fair mill con-
struction 

Aug 15  Lenny Mills - Copper Fountains 

Aug 29  Board Meeting at Nature Center 

Sept 5  Lance Davis - Presentation based on 
his Scholarship Class 

Sept 19  Tailgate/Open forge 

Oct 3  Touchmarks 

Oct 4  "First Ever 25th Anniversary of 
BGOP" Celebration. (More info else-
where, later) 

Oct  17  Safety Meeting/ Beginners night 

Oct 24  Board Meeting at Nature Center 

New members 
 
#651      Ed Straker                                                       ’05 
              11267 Center Harbor Rd 
              Reston VA 20194-1320 
              E-mail: desstraker@att.net 
 
#652      Randy Unger                                                   ’03 
              3941 Persimmon Dr Apt 103 
              Fairfax VA 22031 
              E-mail:  forestforge@hotmail.com 
 
#653      Thomas McGraw                                            ’05 
              7812 Ridgewood Dr 
              Annandale VA 22003 
              H 703-560-9439 
 
#654      J M McKenny                    ABANA                ’03 
              9340 Paige Rd 
              Woodford VA 22580 
              H 804-448-0873 
              W 804-448-1473 
 
#655      Justin Felllenz                    ABANA                ’03 
              7419 Annanwood Ct 
              Annandale VA 22003 
              H 703-963-0909 
              W 703-287-6719   

CAUTION 
 
from The Forge, August 2002 
 
Seems like I got away clean again and even got a good 
cotton rag out of the deal.  While using a wire wheel on a 
4.5” angle grinder (Metabo BTW, good grinders) to clean 
off the slag on some stick welds, I happened to get the 
wheel wrapped (rather tightly, I might add) into my shirt-
tail.  You know, the one hanging out of my pants.  I proba-
bly realized it about the same time the tail end of the 
grinder flew out of my hand and smacked hard into my 
clear shield. 
Not to be didactic in any way, but just as a friendly re-
minder for those of you not wearing an apron, tuck your 
shirt tail in and always wear a clear shield when you use 
your grinders.  I’m fairly safety conscious most of the 
time, but have blown it more than once with the grinder 
( usually with a wire wheel attached).  Came away totally 
unscathed, no welt on my belly, no bloody nose or trip to 
Wills Eye Hospital.  Taken care of once again. 
 
Regards, Bill Woolley 

Photo by Skip Roberts  

The above photo is from Skip Roberts who is in Korea for 
the next year.  I really like the anvil.  The Shop is in a 
"Williamsburg" type setting. 
Skip hasn't found any practicing smiths outside of this mu-
seum setting yet.  He is still looking when he isn't teaching 
English to Koreans.   
 
George Anderton 
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The 2003 Montgomery County Fair Demonstrators 
 
This year the "Old Timers" at the Montgomery County Fair will be building a permanent  building for showing and storing 
of our exhibits. The building will be a replica of a feed mill. We will start the construction on the first day of the Fair and 
hope to have at least the frame work up by the end of the fair. The old timers volunteers will continue the construction after 
the fair until the building is complete. During the fair we will have a working saw mill sawing the board and batten siding, 
volunteers will be cutting joints and assembling the timbers and the blacksmiths will be making nails, hinges and door hard-
ware, I am planning to have at least three forging stations set up, one for making hinges, one for making nails and one for 
general demonstrating. We will be offering a fair special for the public to donate money. We will be making nails with a 
large faceted head and for a two dollar donation we will put initials on them. The initialed nails will not be structural nails 
but will go into the doors for decoration. The hinges and other hardware will also get peoples initials but we haven't decided 
how many or how much donation. (I would appreciate your ideas and thoughts on these plans.) Of course all smiths who 
participate will have their initials or name in a special place or piece of iron work, give me your thoughts on this one also. In 
the past I have tried to schedule the smiths so that I would have someone working all the time and not have 15 smiths their 
at one time. This year I would like to have approximately three smiths at a time working, (no less than two). With three sta-
tions we can have a lot more smiths around so we can trade off on the work and you can get a chance to see some of the 
fair. We have scheduled demos at 10A.M., Noon, 2P.M., 4P.M., 6P.M. and 8P.M. each day from Sunday thru Saturday. 
Since we will be working on the hardware almost all the time that will suffice for some of the demos but any smith may 
give a demo of anything they would like when ever they would like. We can work and demo any time or all the time but 
some one must be demonstrating during the scheduled times. I have straightened out the pass problem with the fair commit-
tee and will be getting passes within the next couple of weeks so the sooner I get some one scheduled for what days and/or 
hours the sooner I can get your passes to you. If you can give me the days and hours (morning, afternoon, or evening) then I 
can get an accurate count for the passes and get them out to you. I have also attached the brochure that they are passing out 
to the public for you to read. Please email me or phone me as soon as you can with any questions or your plans to attend. 
Also if their is anyone that you think would like to participate with us and I don't know about or have missed please let me 
know or have them contact me. 
 
  Thanks and hope to hear from you soon,                                   Bob Morris 
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Spring Fling Photos by   Bev Monsen, Chris Worsley and Bill Wojcik 
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The first thing is to obtain suitable high carbon steel. We used junkyard material and don't 
really know what the composition is. We acquired a 1-1/4" square bar from a heavy duty 
equalizer trailer hitch. On a band saw, we cut off a 5 inch piece. Take a good white heat 
and 1/2" fuller all around, about 2" from one end. (You can do this by yourself but it sure 
is a lot easier with a helper/striker or a treadle hammer. The drawing shows us using a 
handled top fuller and a bottom hardy fuller. There are several alternatives to these par-
ticular tools. Heavy tong reins, spring fullers, or just two pieces of 1/2" mild steel round 
rod are all suitable substitutes.) The depth of fullering depends on two things: Size of 
original material and size of the hardy hole it is to fit. 
Take pains to fuller evenly and square to the bar all the way around. It may take several 
heats to get this done. Fairly big material, and high carbon to boot, moves kind of hard, 
even at high heat. 

Draw out the hardy shank until it fits your anvil. In our case, we needed a 1" 
square shank. The professionals made an index mark on the hardy base at this 
stage so they could always orient the hardy exactly the same every time it was 
inserted in the anvil. Anvil hardy holes are never exactly square or perpendicular 
to the anvil face. By maintaining a particular orientation, you can make the shank 
fit the hole much tighter. Darren and I, on our particular anvil, didn't think we 
wanted only one orientation. We made the shank to fit in all four positions. Either 
way, by the time you get the shank drawn to size, it will likely be way too long. 
Trim it to a reasonable length. 2-1/2" to 3" should be about right. 

 
Take a good, high heat where the shank meets the tool body and set the base of the hardy 
down to the anvil face. We hit it a couple of licks, rotated it a quarter turn, and hit it a couple 
more until we had been all the way around. If you are going to index your hardy, you would not 
want to do the rotation, just set it down one way. This stage is to get that part of the tool near 
the shank to set down solid against the anvil face. The edges will not likely come all the way 
down to fit on the face at this point. We'll fix that next. 

Fuller all the way around the tool body about 1/4" to 3/8" above the tool base. Again, 
keep this fullering square and even. It will not need to be quite as deep as the first 
time. We are just creating a place to get hold of the tool base so we can bring the 
edges down to fit the anvil face. 

Hot Cut Hardy 
By Mike George, Saltfork Craftsman, January 2001  Illustrations by Mike George and Jim Richey 

This procedure was demonstrated by Amnon Erlichman, Amit Harley, and Tom Clark at the 4th Annual Saltfork Craftsman 
Blacksmithing Conference, Guthrie, OK, October 2000. The narrative and drawings are from the later attempts of Mike 
George and Darren George to duplicate the professionals' demonstration. The procedure was quite a bit harder for us to do 
than it looked when watching the professionals, but still well within the capabilities of two rank amateurs. If I say so myself, 
our hardy came out pretty darn good and a second one will be easier. 

If you don't have a handled fuller, you may have to improvise for this 
step. Grinding a half-round radius on the end of a 1/2" x 1-1/2" rectangu-
lar bar comes to mind, or welding a short bar to a piece of 1/2" round 
would work too. Anyway, what you need is a means to drive the edge of 
the hardy tool down to the anvil face by catching in the fullered groove. 
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Draw out and shape the business end now. 

This will probably require some trimming too. Use a 
cutting plate or be really careful not to cut into your 
anvil face. 

Bring it all into the final shape, a little grinding and/or filing is not a sacrilege. 
One thing-don't grind it really sharp now. You will just burn the edge off in the 
heat treat. 

Very Important Step. Do not skip! 

Prepare a container of ashes, or lime, or vermiculite, or even warm sand will be better than nothing. We use a bucket 
of lime. It's cheap and easy to get at any lumber yard. Take an even light cherry heat over the entire tool and quickly 

bury it in your annealing container. Go find something else to do for several hours (overnight would be better.) Some folks 
recommend normalizing by heating to cherry red and then letting the tool air cool to room temperature. Our experience with 
junkyard steel has been much better if we completely anneal the tool in 
an insulating medium instead. 

Now to heat treat. This is basically a two-step process. We will first 
harden and then temper. There are any number of books and papers that 
address these procedures in more detail. You may want to read some of 
them.  This is how we do it. Sometimes there is a little trial and error in-
volved when you are using junkyard steel. We first use, half and half, 
used motor oil and diesel fuel to harden in. If it turns out the mixture does-
n't get the required hardness, we will do it over in water. 

With a piece of grinder stone, or some similar abrasive, polish up 
the cutting end of the hardy. Heat to bright cherry red the cutting edge 
and back about 3/4 the way to the base of the hardy. Plunge the cutting 
edge into the oil about 1" to 1-1/2" deep. Move the hardy in a figure "8" 
path and, at the same time, up and down about 1/2". The figure "8" mo-
tion helps keep cool oil in contact with the hardy end and the slight up-
and-down motion prevents a sharp demarcation line between the hard-
ened tip and the relative soft body of the tool. 

As soon as you think the end of the tool is well cooled to the point of 
being hardened, and while there is still pretty good heat (but not a lot of 
red heat) in the lower part of the tool, pull it from the oil and, with your abrasive, quickly polish the end of the tool again. 
You must have shiny metal to be able to see the heat oxidation colors run up the tool. As the heat remaining in the lower 
tool body runs up to the cutting edge, you will see oxidation colors change from straw to brown to violet to purple and blue. 
When the colors get to bright blue right at the cutting edge, immediately quench the whole tool in water to stop the process.   

If the whole thing worked as planned, a sharp file should just barely catch (mostly, it will skate) when pushed across 
the cutting edge of the hardy. The next test is more critical. Grind a final bevel edge and put the hardy in the anvil. Try cut-
ting a cold piece of mild steel. If it is right on, you will get a nice cut without any dulling of the hardy edge. If it is too soft, 
the edge will be destroyed and you will have to start over on the heat treating. If it is too hard, the tool will likely shatter 
and, if you haven't put your eye out, you can start over from scratch. I will say, however, this method of hardening and tem-
pering has worked for us many more times than not. Good luck and be careful. 
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Decorative Iron 
Metal Has Grown In Popularity For Personalizing A Home 
Wisconsin State journal Sunday, December 15, 2002 

Pamela Cotant 
 

Dressing up a home sometimes comes down to details like "house jewelry." 
Architectural metal work, which includes what's commonly referred to as wrought iron, fits this 
category. As small as drawer pulls or as dramatic as a grand stairway for a mansion, custom 
metal work personalizes a home. 

At one time a dying breed, blacksmiths like Bob Bergman, whose business is outside New 
Glarus, are enjoying a heyday as people spend more to customize their homes. At the same 
time, metal has grown in popularity along with other natural materials such as wood and rock. 

Bergman said his pieces, which are often as functional as they are detailed and decorative, 
are sometimes referred to as the "salt and pepper of architecture." 

"It's the accents that really make the difference," said Bergman, who operates the Postville 
Blacksmith Shop along with partner Terry Suthers. Bergman, who bought the 146-year-old 
shop as the third owner 34 years ago, said at that time, it had dirt floors and horseshoes 
hanging from nails in the rafters. 

Since then, he has updated the shop and the jobs have changed somewhat. He built a new 
pole building in two phases in 1994 and 1999 to handle the increased business and larger 
pieces. 
Although the materials and craftsmanship involved make custom wrought iron work more ex-
pensive than stock pieces sold through a retail store, the results create a unique statement in 
a home. 

Even separate pieces in a "matched set" will have subtle differences. And every black-
smith will hammer texture into metal differently, creating the equivalent of an artist's sig-
nature, Bergman said. 

"In the age of plastic, people want to see fingerprints on the work, they want to see handi-
craft," said Bergman. "The human eye has an endless hunger for detail." 

Some of the appeal of custom work comes from customers who supply a design for the 
piece they want for their homes, said Bergman, who encourages customers to come by 
his shop during the job to add their input on any changes or additions. 

"They feel they were part of making it," he said. 

Bergman said customers can supply their own design, or he will create one and charge a 
fee equal to 10 percent of the estimated job.  The fee is then incorporated into the price 
of the piece if the customer commissions the shop to do the work. 

The Postville Blacksmith Shop has a reputation for taking on odd, unusual and difficult 
jobs and Bergman said he likes to design pieces that blend with the style of a home. 
Bergman said because pieces such as a door knocker or staircase are functional and 
visible, it makes sense to not slap up something ordinary. 

"People are touching that, looking at it every day," he said. 
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The Postville Blacksmith Shop makes some pieces with modem welding called fabrica-
tion. The shop also specializes in work he refers to as "blacksmith made" with more tra-
ditional methods of joinery such as mortise and tenon, collars, rivets and forge welding in 
which two pieces are put in the fire until hot and then hammered together. 

"Then the construction technique becomes part of the ornamentation of the piece," he said. 

In addition to other jobs, Bergman said the blacksmith shop makes a variety of furnishings for 
the home such as hardware, railings, gates, light fixtures and chimney caps. 

Other objects include weathervanes , fireplace accessories, pot racks and frying 
pans. The shop also does restoration and reproduction of existing hardware, structural work 
like columns and beams and repair of bent and broken items. 

While Bergman has done jobs in the $200,000 range for huge estates across the country, he 
also will take on any simple $15 welding job that comes through the door. 

To give an example of the shop's costs, Bergman said straight iron railings generally start at 
$100 a foot plus installation. Such pieces would have minimal blacksmithing technique and as 
that increases so does the price. 

Even the basic railing is more expensive than some railings found elsewhere because the 
materials used are more solid and the finishes are different, he said. 

The basic, $100-a-foot railing would have 5/8-inch square solid spindles that are hammer tex-
tured. The posts would be solid 1-inch square. The rails would by 1-1/4-by-1/2 inch channel 
iron with a 2 1/4 inch molded handrail. 

All picket welds would be hidden under the channel and the exposed welds would be ground 
and sanded.  Exterior rails would be sandblasted, primed and given two top coats of oil 
enamel paint. Interior railings would be hand-sanded and waxed, although they could be 
painted if the customer preferred that. 

However, pricing by the foot for straight rails varies according to the total length of the job. 
The larger the job, the more economical the price per foot becomes. 

Add-on costs would be twists, leaf work, forged handrails, monograms, gold leafing or other 
blacksmith work. 

Curved rails start at $350 per foot plus installation. Dramatic, grand entryway railings with 
bronze handrails are generally $I,500 to $1,800 per foot installed. The higher price stems 
partly from the work of curving and fitting, the detailed custom work and the bronze handrails. 

The same work done in aluminum is generally twice as expensive as iron and it's usually 
three times more expensive for copper, bronze or stainless steel. The installation, if not in-
cluded, is generally charged at $60 an hour with a minimum of $240. 
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HAMMER & TONG  May/June, 2003 

THE BLACKSMITH GUILD OF CENTRAL MARYLAND, INC. 
by:        Albin Drzewianowski 
 
A couple of newsletters back, I talked about coal. The 
other common fuel used to heat our steel is propane. 
The advantages are that you don't need a chimney and 
you don't generate a lot of smoke the way coal does. 
The following is some history on how propane was 
discovered and some safety tips for using propane in 
the blacksmith shop. By the way, the United States 
consumes about 15 billion gallons of propane per 
year. 

HISTORY: In 1910, a Pittsburgh motorcar owner 
walked into chemist Dr. Walter Snelling's office, com-
plaining that the gallon of gasoline he had purchased 
was half a gallon by the time he got home. He thought 
the government should look into why consumers were 
being cheated because the gasoline was evaporating 
at a rapid and expensive rate. Dr. Snelling took up the 
challenge and discovered the evaporating gases were 
propane, butane and other hydrocarbons. 

Using coils from an old hot water heater and other 
miscellaneous pieces of laboratory equipment he 
could find, Dr. Snelling built a still that could separate 
the gasoline into its liquid and gaseous components. 

By 1912, propane gas was cooking food in the home. 
The first car powered by propane ran in 1913, and by 
1915 propane was being used in torches to cut 
through metal. Propane was marketed for flame cut-
ting and cooking applications by 1920. 

In 1927, the total sales of propane in the U. S. were 
more than one million gallons, and after World War I 
the propane gas annual sales increased to more 
than 15 billion gallons. 
 
When Dr. Snelling sold his propane patent to Frank 
Phillips, the founder of Phillips Petroleum Company, 
the price was $50,000. Today, propane gas is an $8 
billion industry in the United States alone and it is 
still growing. 

PROPANE FACT: Propane flame burns at 2950°F in 
free air. It has 21,600 Btu/lb. 

PROPANE SAFETY: 
((The following information was assembled by Bruce 
Freeman, with contributions by Robert Grauman, 
and was an "amateur effort". Also, note that he was 
referring to "blower less burners", so shut down pro-
cedures may vary for blower-equipped burners. The 
following is presented here with the permission of 
the author. (afd ) 

Facts about Propane: 

1. Propane is a liquid in the cylinder, but is burned as 
a gas.  

2. Propane gas must be tapped from the top of the 
cylinder. 

3. As the propane vapor (gas) is pulled off, evapora-
tion of more liquid propane within the cylinder cools 
the cylinder. 

4. As the liquid propane cools, the pressure of the va-
por above it drops. 

5. Overheating liquid propane will cause a dramatic, 
and potentially catastrophic, increase in the pressure 
of the vapor above it. Most commercial cylinders have 
a pressure relief device. If this opens the cylinder will 
not explode, but it could vent the entire contents of 
the cylinder. 

6. Liquid propane is not only flammable, it's an effec-
tive solvent. (The gas is not a solvent.) 

7. A propane cylinder could leak, and it's best to as-
sume it does  leak. 

8. Propane + air in a confined space (Le., indoors) is 
a recipe for an explosion. 

9. Propane is denser than air and can settle in basins 
or run along the ground to a source of ignition, then 
flashback. It could also drain into a sewer and cause 
an underground explosion hazard. It can fill up a 
basement, ignite from a furnace or other appliance, 
and demolish a house. 

Facts about Regulators : 

10. Every regulator has a diaphragm, a poppet valve 
and several fittings. Any of these could leak. 

11. In particular, the poppet valve, the diaphragm and 
the pressure gauge contain mechanical parts. 

Any mechanical part is subject to failure with use, 
sometimes suddenly. 

12. Regulators are pressure-control components, not 
shut-off valves. A separate shut-off valve should be 
located immediately upstream of a regulator. (This is 

PROPANEPROPANEPROPANEPROPANE 
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always the case anyway when the regulator is directly 
connected to a propane cylinder, but should also be 
the case if the regulator is mounted remote from the 
cylinder on pipe or tubing.) 

13. Regulators are typically designed to handle only 
gases. Solvents can harm internal components and 
cause dangerous breakdowns (e.g., of the diaphragm 
or poppet valve). 

Facts about Refractories: 

14. Castable refractories require water to mix, set 
up overnight, and then must be fired slowly to cure. 
Too rapid heating the first time will cause spalling 
of the material. (This spalling can be a dangerously 
violent steam explosion.) 

15. Any refractory that may have become wet 
should be heated slowly to dry it before it is ex-
posed to full heat. 

Facts about Combustion Gases: 

16. The two major combustion products of any carbon 
fuel (including propane) are carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
carbon monoxide (CO). 

17. Other combustion products may also occur, de-
pending upon the fuel and the combustion conditions. 
For example, when methane is first ignited, consider-
able formaldehyde is formed. When coal is incom-
pletely burned, many complex combustion products 
("smoke") are formed. These products are generally 
more harmful than CO or CO2, but are present at 
much lower levels. Propane, like methane, is fairly 
clean burning. 

18. Carbon dioxide is only slightly poisonous. It is the 
waste product of animal metabolism, so animals have 
a pretty high tolerance for it. While it is an odorless, 
tasteless gas, it does combine with water to form car-
bonic acid, which has an odor and taste. Anyone who 
has drunk soda water (a solution of carbon dioxide, 
with no other flavors) and belched knows what car-
bonic acid tastes and "smells" like. 

19. Carbon monoxide is another animal. It is a potent 
poison, with an action rather like cyanide. Apparently, 
its action is somewhat less severe than cyanide, but 
since you are more likely to be exposed to CO than to 
CN, that won't comfort your next of kin much. Symp-
toms of mild CO poisoning include headache. 

20. While both CO and CO2 are environmental pollut-
ants, the quantities that a forge will produce are of no 
particular concern to anyone but you. 

Therefore I suggest the following safety measures: 

In General: 

1. Never allow a propane cylinder to tip while in use, 
as liquid propane may enter the regulator, possibly 
damaging the regulator and rendering it unsafe, and 

definitely resulting in a surge in propane flow. 

2. If (during the cool months) your propane cylinder 
cools so much that you can't get the pressure you 
need, place it in a tub of cold water. Never apply artifi-
cial heat. (The tub-of-cold-water trick is not the best 
solution. Your propane cylinder is too small for the 
job, and you should consider using a larger one, or 
two cylinders in parallel, using an RV tandem valve 
for this application.) 

3. Never allow the heat from the forge to heat the pro-
pane cylinder. 

4. The regulator and hose are vulnerable components 
and should be treated gently, protected from heat and 
harm (watch where you wave that hot iron) and in-
spected before use. The hose can also be affected by 
solvents, sunlight, and other deteriorating influences. 

5. The first time you fire up a forge, do so delicately. 
Leave the doors open and heat at a slow rate. This 
will cure the refractory. Place the doors back in posi-
tion after firing the body of the forge for a period of 
time. 

6. Place the forge on a non-combustible surface. 
Keep combustibles away. 

7. Have a dry chemical fire extinguisher ("ABC") 
handy. 

8. Never leave a hot forge unattended, even if the fuel 
is shut off.  

9. Never store a propane cylinder indoors. 

10. Preferably operate a propane forge outside. If that 
is impossible or impractical, operate the forge only 
where very substantial ventilation is provided. This 
means, either no walls (roof only) or forced ventila-
tion. This precaution is necessary both to prevent fire 
(propane leak) and to prevent CO poisoning. If you 
ever suffer a headache while working with any com-
bustion equipment, get out of there! 

Suggested Procedure for Lighting a Propane Forge : 

11. Inspect your propane cylinder (especially the 
valve), your regulator (especially the connector to the 
cylinder and its a-ring) and your burner (especially the 
hose) for any signs of wear or problems. Do not install 
the regulator if you see any sign of problem. 

12. Install the regulator by hand, without tools, until 
the nut (left-hand thread, remember) is fully seated. 
Immediately tighten the nut with a wrench. (If you 
wait, you might forget and have a very serious pro-
pane leak when you turn on the propane.) Do not 
over tighten the nut, as this will only ruin the connec-
tors. 

13. Make sure the forge is safely situated (no com-
bustibles nearby), the burner is properly and firmly 
installed, and all is well before lighting the forge. 
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There are many ways to punch and drift a hammer eye:  
1. Punch a round hole and then stretch it with ever increasing sizes of drifts. 
2. Pre-drill two holes in the stock and punch out the web in between. 
3. Slit and drift.   4. Slot and drift. 
Slotting and drifting 

A slot punch differs from a slitting tool in that is has a flat business end. It 
works in the same way as a traditional blacksmith's punch, shearing out a slug. 

I prefer to slot when I can, as I feel I get a cleaner inside of the hole (no rag), 
and I have less tendency to wander off the centerline than I do when I slit. If you 
wander off the center line when you slot punch the hole, you may want to con-
sider marking both sides of the bar and punching from each side to meet in the 
middle. That will reduce the error, although you may get a little rag in the center. 

There is a math formula for calculating the size of the punch per drift for an 
upset slot, such as you would use when making a square blocking (a square or 
rectangular hole in the bar) a formula we do not require with the non-upset slot. 
For the non-upset slot, such as this, the length of the slot punch end should equal 
the width of the drift. In this way, the drift moves only the sides of the slot. 

The first thing I do when I am about to make a hammer is to buy the handle or 
haft, as it is sometimes called. That allows me to make a decision for the size of 
stock required to make the drift. In my area, the handle that I like has a 1-1/16

” x 5/8
" 

end. 
I know that a 7/8

" round bar will yield a drift of a size 1" x 5/8
" I do not upset 

the 7/8
" material in the hopes of getting it to stretch to the 1-1/16

” measurement. I 
draw the eye (flatten the resultant swelling caused by the slotting and drifting proc-
ess) with the drift in place and that stretches the eye a little. 

Before I make the slotting punch, I make the drift. The final width of the drift 
will dictate the width of the punch. A drift consists of three parts: the main body, a 
taper to the business end and a shorter taper to the hammer end. Having a taper to 
the hammer end allows the drift to fall through the stock after the main body has 
passed through. The main body of a hammer eye drift is nothing more than a round 
bar flattened on two sides to create a type of oval. 

When a drift resizes/shapes a slot, it generally does so by pushing the material 
surrounding the slot outwards. Generally, such pushing of the sides will not pull 
the ends of the slot into the drift. If the slotting punch is as little as a X6" over size, 
you will see the excess length of slot in the finished piece. If the slot is slightly un-
der length, the drift will stretch the slot to fit. 

When I want to look at efficiency in punching, I look at an lronworkerTM or 
a punching press. The punch is larger at the business end and tapers back from 
there. The typical blacksmith punch is entirely the opposite, with the smaller sec-
tion being right at the business end of the punch. 

By manufacturing the slotting punch from a size or two smaller barstock than 
the required width, I know that at least two sides will have clearance behind the 
business end. The other two sides of the punch increase in taper from the end to 
the main body. You certainly could forge these sides to make them parallel, but I 
have not found the need; in fact they start the drifting process. In the example 
given, the drift made from the 7/8" round bar is 1" in width. I make the slotting 
punch from a 3/4” round bar. In this way I have a ⅛” clearance on each side. 

The end of the slotting punch is about ⅛" thick. That gives me enough mate-
rial to stand up to the use/abuse it will get and yet is small enough to not drag in 
the surrounding material as I punch the hole. 

The examples shown in the pictures are off-cuts from some jackhammer bits 
that I had lying around. I chose them for two reasons: to show that the slotting 
punch will work in a high carbon steel bar and to show that the slotting punch will 
not drag the eye in material that does not have a great deal of support around it, 

The Slot Punch -- punching & drifting a hammer eye 
by Mark Aspery, Springville, California 

Check the stock after the first blow with 
the punch to see if it is correctly aligned 
with the barstock. 

Slot shown from the back after the slug has 
been sheared out. 

Checking the location of the punch with 
the business  end of the punch shown. 

Drift (upper) and punch shown from the 
front and side. 

Progression 
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such as hexagonal or round bar. 
The flat end of the slotting punch allows you to see very early on 

in the process if the punch is aligned correctly. I have seen other 
punches that have a point fashioned on the business end. With the point 
method, it is harder to correct after you have made a bad start. It is eas-
ier to correct a bad start with a flat end, but the punch will have a ten-
dency to bounce until you get a bit of a slot started. The trade off is 
worth it to me. 

I punch from one side until I feel or hear the anvil. I cool the tool 
after every four or five blows during this process. Once I feel the anvil, 
I turn the steel over and place the punch over the dark spot that resem-
bles the end of my punch and shear out the slug. Don't try to shear out 
the slug with the steel too hot, as the slug will just stretch in the hole 
and not shear cleanly. 

The business end of the drift used to resize this non-upset slot is the 
same size and shape as the slot. I give the end a crown to assist in place-
ment. The sides of the taper have rounded edges. 

If a round-ended drift were used in this slot shaped hole, it would 
merely bully its way through the slot and create a hole that looked like a 
double-ended keyhole. Round-ended drifts are suitable for resizing an 
upset slot or a round punched hole. 

If I were to continue to drive this round-ended drift through a slot, 
it would catch on the corners it created and might stretch the hole. I 
drive the drift through over the hardie hole. The stock being 1" wide, I 
hold it so that the hole lies along the diagonal of the hardie hole. 

When you use this method, move the stock after every blow. First 
pull it into one corner and then push it into the opposite corner. In this 
way the sides of the hole are supported and the steel doesn't get pushed 
down the hardie hole. 

The concern now is to look at the heat in the critical area. As you 
drive the drift through the stock, watch for a dark ring of chilled metal 
around the drift. The rest of the bar may be at a bright heat, but the eye 
is cold and further drifting will cause cracks. Remove the drift. It may 
be that the rest of the bar has sufficient heat to reheat the eye without 
going back to the forge. 

Drift first from one side and then from the other until the drift is 
passed all the way through. I do not cool the drift between uses, as a 
cold drift restricts my forging time by chilling the eye too quickly. If 
needed, I use a pair of tongs to position the drift. 

Drifting from either side with a size bigger drift in order to create 
an hourglass shape to the hole finishes the eye. This larger drift does 
not pass through the stock, but reshapes either side of the middle of the 
eye, thus allowing the handle to swell when you drive in a wedge and 
keep the hammer from flying off the haft. That is one of the last things I 
do to the hammer. I save it until last in case I have an errant blow in 
forging the rest of the hammer that causes the eye to become pear 
shaped. 

 
Reprinted from California Blacksmith Mar/Apr 2003 page 8. 

Starting to drift over the hardie hole. 

The result of the drifting process. The larger 
drift to create the hourglass shape to the eye 
has yet to be applied. 

Drifting almost complete 

Round punch made from jackhammer bit material. A portion of 
the swelling caused by the slotting and drifting process has been 
removed by forging on the sides with the drift in place. Tool was 
annealed in lime and is shown forged and hot rasped only. 
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After going to the 2002 ABANA Conference in La-
Crosse, Wisconsin in June, I wrote a report which was pub-
lished in the BABA magazine Artist Blacksmith. I talked 
about the balance of amateur and professional membership 
in ABANA and BABA, and made the point that - the La-
Crosse programme followed an essentially how-do-you-do-
it format. Nothing wrong with that, but sadly alongside 
this, there was no slide lecture programme at all. The fea-

Ideas    by Peter H Parkinson 
rather than Technique  

tured demonstrators did their stuff at the anvil, but never 
had an opportunity to show the range of their work. So it 
was very easy to leave at the end of the Conference little 
the wiser about what people did, even if I knew somewhat 
more about how they did it. I discussed this Technique 
rather than ideas emphasis with a professional American 
smith, who agreed, and looking across the area of trade 
stands and tool dealers, added, I guess we are still having a 
love affair with technology . 

Having read the magazine, Doug Adelmann e-mailed, to 
ask me to respond in depth about the "Ideas rather than 
Technique" approach that we seem to be lacking. I should 
start by saying that my comments were written for an audi-
ence used to events in Britain and were intended as an ob-
servation rather than a criticism. But since you ask..... 

Having taken part in four ABANA Conferences, my im-
pression is -rightly or wrongly- that the ABANA audience 
is more concerned to see demonstrations of processes and 
equipment, than people showing examples of their work 
and talking about their ideas. In San Luis Obispo in 1992, I 
was invited to lecture and discovered I was showing slides 
to four people. (Despite sharing the sentiments of Jim Wal-
lace who - faced with a similar audience - cancelled his 
lecture; having come all that way at the invitation of 
ABANA - I went ahead anyway). At Flagstaff in 2000, one 
evening was scheduled for slides lectures by demonstra-
tors. At LaCrosse in 2002, there was no organised lecture 
programme at all. 

Clearly if nobody is interested, you don't put an item in 
the programme. But I think people should be interested. If 
they are not, they are missing something. After all, what is 
blacksmithing all about? Is it simply to do with hammering 
a piece of hot metal or is it about creating a piece of work? 
Surely what someone makes is at least as interesting as 
how they go about making it. The finished piece is crucial. 
It is still going to be there after they put down the hammer. 
(In many cases, it will be there long after they have put it 
down for the last time). Having seen someone work at the 
anvil, the opportunity to see more of their work and hear 
them talk about it, is a valuable experience. 

What I am talking about is, I think, essentially an attitude 
of mind. If blacksmithing is seen as a large catalogue of 
things to make and ways to make them - then by all means 
go down the list. But if you see it as a creative craft with as 
much opportunity for self expression, as say jewelry, ce-
ramics or textiles, then considering how things look, un-
derstanding new ideas and appreciating when the bounda-
ries are being pushed, is vital. This, surely, is what justifies 
the word Artist in the Association's title. If you want to cre-
ate something which is really your own, it helps to look at 
other peoples work and appreciate their thinking. 

I started to write this before the Anvils Ring arrived. It 
contains a transcript of Elizabeth Brims excellent address 
at the beginning of the LaCrosse Conference ( which I 
missed on the day, due to the arrival time of the Chicago 
train.) I would urge people to read it carefully. It goes a 
long way towards identifying my concerns, and I am fight-
ing the urge to quote from it extensively. She asks what is 

Peter Parkinson 
Artist Blacksmith 
Heathfield House, Shortheath 
Common, Oakhanger, Bardon, 
Hampshire, GU35 9JT 

Tel 01420 477191 
Fax 01420 477143 
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it to be an artist?, and having explained that she uses sim-
ple techniques and equipment, she says I realized that if 
blacksmiths were interested in my work, it was not about 
the technical aspect. It would be the ideas and images that 
made it different. 

Years ago, a silversmith friend of mine studied at a Col-
lege of Art in London. One of his introductory projects as a 
young student was to raise a copper bowl using a large, 
smooth pebble as a hammer and another as a stake, both 
selected from the College car park. The point of the project 
was to say that it's not the tools that make the work - it's 
you. Don't worry about the equipment - just make a beauti-
ful bowl. And that is an attitude of mind. When I drive my 
car, I am far more interested in where I am going, than the 
process of steering, operating the pedals or changing gear 
( it's a European car). The car is a means to an end. In the 
same way I am - and maybe this is just me - more inter-
ested in seeing what people make in their own workshops, 
than examining their tools and special equipment and 
watching them forging. So what people design and make, 
the ideas that drive them, how they go about designing and 
where the ideas come from are all crucial, and a Confer-
ence provides a rare opportunity to see and discuss these 
things. 

Forging is a means to an end. It is constantly challenging 
and satisfying as an activity. You are given some wonder-
ful toys and encouraged to play with fire - which your 
Mum told you not to - and I love it. But when I design and 
make something for a client, they see a piece of metalwork, 
and make judgments about it which are more to do with its 
appearance, quality, finish, feel and usefulness, than how it 
is made. Crudely, if they don't like the look of it, they don't 
buy it. 

So I feel there is a whole other side to blacksmithing 
which needs to be looked at. Indeed it is mostly about look-
ing. There is a set of values, judgments and considerations 
which are to do with design and aesthetics, and are at least 
as important to blacksmithing as the shape of the hammer 
or the kind of steel you use to make punches. It is not that 
American smiths are not making interesting and beautiful 
work. They are. It is just that for some reason, considering 
these qualities doesn't seem to be on the Conference 
agenda. 

Elizabeth mentions the discussion of work (including her 
Rust Blooms 185) by some of the visiting demonstrators at 
the San Luis Obispo Conference in California. I was one of 
those people. It was a pioneering attempt which Elizabeth 
arranged - to begin some public discussion of ideas and 
aesthetics. Not easy to do. But a very familiar activity to 
anyone who has been to an art college. 

One of the first things you have to learn as an art student 
is to sit there as part of a group and listen to criticism of 
your work by tutors and fellow students. The lesson is that 
they are criticizing the work - not you. Each person intro-
duces a piece of their work, which is examined and re-
viewed in turn. The aim is to discuss what is good, what is 
bad, what might be improved and importantly to give rea-
sons for the opinions. In doing this, each individual has to 

make honest judgments and try to analyze and put into 
words what they really think. Being obliged to look and 
make reasoned judgments is a very important way of devel-
oping your aesthetic judgment, and helps you to look at 
your own work objectively and critically. 

Looking critically at contemporary (and historic) work is 
important. As the saying goes, taking ideas from one per-
son is plagiarism; taking them from many is research. But 
that research, done properly, requires just as much hard 
work and concentrated effort as hammering. The growth of 
a Movement - call it Contemporary Blacksmithing - only 
happens because artists and craftspeople take the op-
portunity to look at each others work, the ripples spread, 
and a new language begins to develop, complete with a vo-
cabulary of ideas, forms and details. 

Some things you see may be just plain awful, in which 
case you can do better. Others may be so superb that they 
provide a standard to aspire to. But before you dismiss the 
poor piece, because you actually could do better, and the 
superb piece because you'll never be that good, it is worth 
asking yourself in each case - what is the idea of this piece 
of work? what is it about? 

What the piece is about is the crucial question. What are 
the ideas behind the appearance? What is the maker trying 
to do? What is the maker trying to say? We are used to a 
novel, song, or piece of poetry being about something, but 
we are less used to asking the same question of a piece of 
craftwork. Is the poor piece in fact a good idea, let down by 
poor craftsmanship? Or does the dazzling quality of mak-
ing in the superb piece, obscure a pretty banal idea? Would 
you prefer a good idea poorly made, or a poor idea well 
made? Once you have begun to find answers to the ques-
tions, you will discover ideas, worth making your own. 

Listen to a final quote from Elizabeth Brim "The chal-
lenge is to process the information you gather, internalize 
it, and make something that no one has ever seen before". 

It is this aspect which I feel is missing from Confer-
ences - the sense that blacksmithing is a creative activity. 
The work is there but the discussion isn't. And before 
someone says But we haven't all been to Art School, or 
learnt to draw, let me add that neither have most of the peo-
ple I have taught on short courses, whose work illustrates 
this article. I have been teaching both full time, degree 
level students and short course amateurs for long enough to 
be convinced that there is a remarkable level of creativity 
in people, if they are just encouraged to look for it and use 
it. And it is that creative approach which has fired up 
smiths all over the world and lead to the contemporary 
blacksmithing phenomenon. We should celebrate it and 
nurture it. 

 
Peter Parkinson     ©   21.12.01 

 

reprinted from:  NRBA News Spring 2003 pg 20 with permis-
sion from the author 
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Why not forge weld?  Inappropriate process, i.e. due 
to size and scale of work; fear of failure. 

Alternatives?  Other blacksmithing techniques; elec-
tric welding (Mig, Tig, Arc). 

Shop: no combustible materials in vicinity; safety of 
others in the shop; fumes. 

Heat source: coal; coke; propane. 

Heat colors: orange, yellow, white, slippery heat, 
sparkling, burnt. 

Weld preparation: upsetting; scarfing; why, and how. 

Welding fluxes:  with flux; without flux; advantages 
and disadvantages of both ways of flux; why where 
and how much, when. 

Hammering: where, why, when, how hard, when to 
take another heat. 

Sequence of welding in a project: pre-planned steps, 
why the sequence. 
              
Welding references: books, videos, newsletters. 

By Doug Newell, from Hammer Marks 
Kootenay Blacksmiths Association 

Forge welding is just another blacksmithing tech-
nique that is well worth taking the time to learn. When 
simplified, it is just a few steps from preparation to 
heating and then welding. Probably, the quickest way 
to learn is to get someone who is proficient to teach 
you the steps and explain what to look for. Listed be-
low are some of the issues that I would consider in 
teaching someone to weld and I thought it might be 
useful to start with this and add to the list as you in-
vestigate forge welding. 

Why forge weld?  Another forging skill; it's quick; it's 
traditional; aesthetics; continuity of work; appropriate 
process. 

Forge Welding Trouble Guide  

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION 

Insufficient welding heat  

Soak well in the fire and then increase heat until a few 
sparks are evident, or until the metal is the same color as 
the fire. Make sure both pieces reach welding heat at the 
same time. 

Oxidized or contaminated scarf  
Heat scarf to a yellow heat and brush oxides and contami-
nates  from the surface, or grind the surface. Reheat in a 
clean reducing fire to weld. 

Improper hammering technique  

First few blows should be light and tack the joint. Remain-
ing blows are forceful, working from the center of the weld 
to the tip of the scarf. Note: Hammering techniques vary 
with the type of flux that is used. Some will require more 
skill to tack the joint. 

Weld is weak or separates 
when twisting or bending  

Continued hammering be- low 
a welding heat before the weld 
is fully bonded. 

Stop hammering when welding heat is lost and reheat to a 
welding heat before proceeding.  

Excessive hammering or bend-
ing below a cherry heat after 
the weld is bonded. 

Limit hammering that changes mass to a welding heat. 
Straighten, chamber, etc. at a bright cherry to yellow heat.  

Use of high alloy steel. Note: 
Many alloy steels can- not be 
forge welded. 

Know your materials. Used new material of known alloy and 
car- bon content.  

Surface of metal becomes pit-
ted or burned during the 
welding process 

Excessive welding heat  

Bring metal to a welding heat slowly at first, then more rap-
idly, remove from the fire before excessive burning occurs. 
Avoid overheating metal that has already been finished to 
size. 

Weld does not bond   

F O R G E 
W e l d i nW e l d i nW e l d i nW e l d i n gggg 
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 Artist-Blacksmith's Association of North America, Inc. 
PO Box 816 
Farmington, GA 30638 USA 
706-310-1030 tel     706-769-7147 fax 
abana@abana.org      www.abana.org 
 

 

ABANA Affiliate Liaison Letter 
May 2003 
 

ABANA Conference 2004 
July 7-11, 2004 

 

The 2004 ABANA Conference will be on the campus of 

Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond, Kentucky 
 
Why not plan a family vacation in the Richmond area to coincide with the ABANA Conference?  
Get a load of these interesting places to visit in Kentucky! 
 
Places of Interest Near Richmond.  (www.Richmond-ky.com)   Explore Daniel Boone’s fort, Bybee Pottery, 
historic homes, Civil War tour, ferry, planetarium, golf, Kentucky Artisan Center and more. 
 
Shaker Village of Pleasant Hills.   Twenty-five miles southwest of Lexington on U.S. 68.  (www.
shakervillageky.org)  You may visit many Shaker buildings in their original condition. 
 
Old Fort Harrod State Park.   A few miles from the Shaker village on U.S. 69.  See the restored fort, George 
Rogers Clark Museum and the Mansion Museum with Indian and Civil War artifacts. 
 
Mammoth Cave.  (www.cavecity.com) This one needs no explanation. 
 
Louisville Area.   (www.gotolouisville.com) Over 90 attraction including Louisville Slugger Museum, and Chur-
chill Downs. 
 
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace National Historic Site.  Hodgenville on U.S. 31E.  When in the area, this is a 
must. 
 
Bardstown Area.  (wwwbardstowntourism.com)  My Old Kentucky Home State Park (Stephen Foster), Ken-
tucky Railway Museum, Old Talbott Tavern, Oscar Getz Museum of Whiskey History, Jim Beam, Evan Williams 
and Makers Mark distilleries and much more. 
 
For lots of other places to see go to (www.kentuckytourism.com) 
 
Bob Fredell, Chairman 
Member Services Committee 
(763) 389-5119  
bobfredell@abana.org 
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Name:                                                                    
Address:                                                                
City:                                                                       
State:                                Zip/PC:                         
Country:                                                                

Type of Membership 

                                            Renewalڤ  New Memberڤ
 Contributing—$100 ڤ           Regular—$45 ڤ
 Library—$35 ڤ           Student—$35 ڤ
 Overseas Air —$80 ڤ     Senior (65+) -$40 ڤ
 Overseas surface -$60 ڤ
ABANA Chaper Affiliation:                            
Application may also be made at the ABANA 
web site:  www.abana.org 

M E M B E R E S H I P  A P P L I C A T I O N  

  

BGOP Membership Application and Renewal 

Name                                                                                                Home Phone                                    

Address                                                                                             Work Phone                                     

City                                                                       State                     Zip                                                    

I am a member of ABANA, The Artist Blacksmiths Association of North America   ڤ Yes ڤ No 

 Life—$300 ڤ      Renewal—$20 or 3 yrs—$55 ڤ         New Member—$30 or 3 yrs—$60 ڤ
Make check payable to: BGOP 

Mail check and Member application to:  Ken Zastrow, 12800 Hammonton Rd, Silver Spring MD 20904 

BGOP 
shop Nature 

Center 

Log 
Cabin 

Parking 

Gulf Branch Nature Center 
3608 N. Military Road  

Arlington VA 22207 
703-358-3403 

 
 

To Lorcum Lane, Rt 29,  
Spout Run and George 
W ashington Parkway 

To Chain Bridge, Rt 
123 and Glebe Rd 

Military 
Road 

E-mail:                                                                      
www url:                                                                   
Phone:                                                                      
Fax:                                                                          
Credit Card Information                                   
Mastercard ڤ        Visa ڤ
                   Expiration Date:                                    
Card#                                                              
 
Submit check, money order (US banks only), or by credit card:  
 

LeeAnn Michell 
ABANA 
PO Box 816                              Phone: 706.310.1030 
Farmington GA 30638                  Fax: 706.769.7147 


